




  

We start from a simple, clean experiment:

● Reading naturally produced text
● Uniform text style
● Uniform dialect

● Record your local dialect
● Carefully designed, reasonably objective criteria
● Be willing to reject 60% of volunteers

● Uniform recording conditions
● Same microphone (keep frequency response constant)
● Same recording booth (keep echoes constant)
● Unchanged wiring and pre-amp to keep noise constant.

● Uniform reading style
● Avoid people reading in funny voices
● Avoid intense boredom

Collecting 100 hours of such data in 6 months is possible.
Total: 2*105 words.
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  22Using data twiceOne should not use your data twice in pursuit of one conclusion.Why?●You're only getting information when there is a chance that you may be surprised.●Man bites dog is news; dog bites man is not.●...and there's less (or no) surprise the second time.●...so you have less information than you think,●...so your conclusions are not as reliable as you think.
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  26If “Louie Louie” were unscripted, phonetics would be impossible.You cannot measure phonetic properties of X unless you know when you have an instance of X.--or--You have a certain amount of information, and you use up some of it to find out what the words or phones are.How much does it take?16 bits per word (if you have only a word list),6 bits/word if you have grammar and semantics.--or--5 bits per phone (if you only have an inventory),1 bit per phone (if you know the phonotactics).How much do you start with?



  27Corpus design is important●Studying dialect phonetics if dialect is defined phonetically.●Studying dialect phonetics if dialect is defined lexically.●Studying phonotactics in unscripted corpora.●Studying phonetics if you have an independent transcription.●Studying phoneme variability if you don't control the microphone.●Studying anything in “Louie Louie”Tricky...… not just size.



  28Doing Prosody with Large Corpora●Prosody is (nearly) unscriptable.●Human-human agreement in prosodic annotation isn't high.●Phonology of prosody is unclear.●Prosody is always in the “Louie Louie” situation.●There seem to be trade-off relationships in prosody.●More than one combination of properties with same function.●Loudness, duration, F0, vowel centrality, articulation speed...



  29Trade-off relationshipsb













  35Conclusion●Big, haphazard corpora do some jobs badly.●Corpus design matters●You cannot always broaden your question to match your corpus.●Adding articulatory data helps●For prosody●For trade-off relationships


